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WSP Seeks Witnesses to Fatality Hit and Run

Vancouver, WA – On Thursday, September 30, 2021, at 8:49 PM, a vehicle verses pedestrian collision occurred southbound Interstate 205 just south of the State Route 500 overpass. The vehicle that struck the pedestrian did not stop. The male-pedestrian sustained a fatal head injury as a result of the collision. The man was wearing dark clothing and a black ball cap when he was struck.

Detectives are seeking witnesses to this fatal collision. They are asking anyone who was traveling through the area between 8:30 PM and 9:00 PM that has dash-cam video to please contact detectives. If you witnessed, or have information regarding this collision, please contact Detective Michael Huhta at (360) 449-7943 or michael.huhta@wsp.wa.gov.
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